
Don't skip printed public notices 

Virginia's local-government lobbyists are again squabbling with journalists and open-

government activists (retired or otherwise).  

As usual it's a battle about access to government information. But it's also about the changing 

media environment, the role of new technology, the need for government to downsize. 

It's a siren song being heard in state capitols everywhere: Remove paid legal notices from 

declining newspapers, rely primarily on the Internet and save taxpayers some money.  

This all sounds reasonable - but what about citizens without Internet service or localities that 

lack IT expertise? 

Consider also the state agency or local government that has a history of making access more 

difficult for watchdogs, "gadflies" and citizen journalists. If city hall is allowed to self-publish 

public notices solely in electronic formats, can officials really be trusted to police themselves? 

Exorbitant technology fees have been levied in the past, with or without legislative sanction; 

some will be tempted to go down that road again. 

(Bill Hackworth was among the good guys in government. But sunshine-in-government rules 

were written to deal with bad guys, not Mr. Hackworth.) 

When dealing with printed public notices, we at least have records that are routinely archivable, 

independently verifiable and, in most places, easily accessible.  

Some places are simply not prepared for e-government, even in its simplest form. Check out the 

web pages that offer pictures of town council incumbents, not much else. 

Clearly these localities should not be allowed to skip printed public notices (or, for that matter, 

social media). Instead they should be told to build both a user-friendly web site and a format for 

paid newspaper notices, each complementing the other.  

That way we can be certain that, whatever the medium, they will learn how to proactively 

disclose useful government information (whether it's about budgets or rezonings, public 

meetings, regulatory actions, ABC licenses or waterfront pier construction).  

Tools similar to "Google alerts" should be made available to citizens who want to sign up for the 

customized public records that interest them (a tip of the hat to Roanoke's Architectural Board, 

which bundles supporting reports, ordinances, resolutions and other materials with its agendas 

and meeting notices). 

Public colleges now notify students of possible criminal activity on campus; the same technology 

should provide fast alerts in a neighborhood. 



Customized "apps" should be available whenever new property assessments are available, down 

the street or across town. Web sites and printed notices should offer bidding opportunities to one 

and all.  

Government web sites should be easily searchable, quickly navigable. That way, on-line public 

employee payrolls might tell us when a no-show employee draws paychecks for 12 years. 


